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1. Introduction and summary. An infinitely divisible probability distribution

function F is a distribution function satisfying the property that for every positive

integer « there exists a distribution function F„ such that the «-fold convolution,

F*n, of F„ with itself is F, i.e., F = Fn*---*F„(n times). Its characteristic function/

has a unique representation of the form

(1.1) /(«) = exp {iyu + J ^ ( eto - 1 - T|^J ) ̂ ^ dG(x) j ,

called the Lévy-Khinchin representation, where y is a real constant, and G is a

bounded, nondecreasing function. If one defines the function M over (— co,0)

U (0, co) by

f    ((1 +t2)/t2) dG(x) ifx<0,

Mix) =\ J"°

I   -    f        ((l+T2)/T2)dG(t)      if X>0,
I. Jx

then another unique representation off is

(1.2) f(u) = exp f iyu - cr2M2/2 + /°° ( eiux - 1 - -j^-j \ dM(x) ) ,

where a2 = G( + 0) — G(\— 0) ^ 0. Comprehensive developments of the theory

of infinitely divisible distributions are contained in books by Gnedenko and

Kolmogorov [4], Loeve [7], and Lukacs [8].

It is easy to see that M is absolutely continuous over (— co,0)U (0, co) if and

only if Gis, and the same statement can be made for the properties : continuous

singular and discrete. A problem that has been considered for some time in con-

nection with infinitely divisible distributions is that of their Lebesgue properties
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in terms of the M-functions (or in terms of their G-functions), i.e., properties of

absolute continuity, continuous singularity and discreteness. The earliest such invest-

igation is perhaps that of P. Hartman and A. Wintner [5]. In this paper they proved

that a necessary and sufficient condition that F be continuous is that/f œ dM(x) = co

or a2 > 0. They also gave a necessary condition that F be absolutely continuous and a

sufficient condition that F be absolutely continuous. They could not find a condition

that is both necessary and sufficient, and they remarked: "The difficulties of the

gap between these two conditions appear to be of diophantine irregularity and are

rather obscure" (p. 287 in [5]). The approach taken by them was through the use

of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma and other methods of Fourier analysis which, it

now appears, are too crude for such a problem. The above investigation by

Hartman and Wintner was not too generally known. In 1959, J. Blum and M.

Rosenblatt [1] obtained the same necessary and sufficient condition that F be

continuous but with an entirely different proof. In a special invited paper [2]

entitled Infinitely divisible distributions: recent results and applications, pre-

sented in 1961 to the Annual Meeting of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics,

M. Fisz remarked (on p. 72): "As of now, no conditions are known for F(x) to be

absolutely continuous. ' ' Another sufficient condition soon appeared for absolute

continuity of F, namely, that if Mac denotes the absolutely continuous component

of M in (1.2), and if f_xdMttC(x) = oo, then F is absolutely continuous. This

result is contained in two almost simultaneously appearing papers, one by

by M. Fisz and V. S. Varadarajan [3] and one by the author [10], the two proofs

being somewhat different. Other Lebesgue properties of F have received some

attention. One of the interesting results in the paper by Hartman and Wintner

referred to above is that if the M-function is discrete (i.e., generates a purely

atomic Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure over ( — oo, 0) u (0, oo)), then the distribution

of F is pure, and each of the three types is possible. (This result is used in the proof

of Theorems 1 and 3 in this paper.) Sufficient conditions for a discrete M to

produce a continuous singular F are given in [11]; these conditions are far

from necessary and do not even contain the example given in [5] of a discrete

M-function which produces a continuous singular F.

The purpose of this paper is to present a theorem which in an unsatisfactory,

but perhaps best, way gives a condition on M which is necessary and sufficient

for F to be absolutely continuous. In the remainder of this section we state this

result, discuss its meaning and summarize the contents of this paper.

Let Mac, Mcs, Md denote the absolutely continuous, the continuous singular

and the discrete components, respectively, of M in (1.2). Let F(,) denote the

infinitely divisible distribution function produced by the M-function, M¡, where

i = ac, cs, d. (Let y = 0 since it has nothing to do with the question being dis-

cussed.) The following theorem is proved in this paper.

Theorem 1. Let F be an infinitely divisible distribution function with charac-
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teristic function (1.2) (or (1.1)). A necessary and sufficient condition that F

be absolutely continuous is that at least one of the following five conditions hold:

(i)     f1xdMac(x) = co,

(ii)   a2 > 0 (or G is not continuous at 0),

(iii) F(d) is absolutely continuous,

(iv)  F(cs) is absolutely continuous, or

(v) Fw is continuous singular, F(cs) is continuous but not absolutely con-

tinuous, and F(<i)*F(cs) (convolution) is absolutely continuous.

N. B. The above theorem does not state that each of conditions (i)-(v) is neces-

sary, but it does state that at least one of them is necessary.

Each of conditions (ii)—(v) is obviously sufficient for absolute continuity of F.

The sufficiency of (i) was proved in [3] and [10J. It is doubtful that any substan-

tially better necessary and sufficient condition can be obtained, and for the follo-

wing reason. In view of the theorem by Blum and Rosenblatt and by Hartman and

Wintner given above for continuity of F, the best one could hope for is that F is

absolutely continuous if and only if (p(e) = (Zex + ^dM(x) tends to infinity at a

certain rate as £ -> 0 (e > 0). However, such a condition could not be necessary

since F could be absolutely continuous and this growth condition can be violated

by simply having /?œ dMac(x) = co, where Mac violates this growth condition,

and Md and Mcs axe missing.

In §2 some lemmas and their proofs (or references to their proofs) are given.

Also, the proof of Theorem 1 is given, and the possibility of occurrence of each of

conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) is demonstrated. Actually, Theorem 1 does not say very

much and is not of great interest. What appears to be of some interest is the pos-

sibility of fulfillment of conditions (iv) and (v) of Theorem 1 ; this requires the

greatest effort, and it is accomplished in §§3 and 4. In §3 a very ingenious model

of an infinitely divisible distribution Fx, due to Herman Rubin [9], is constructed

which has the property that its M-function is discrete, Fx is continuous singular

and FX*FX is absolutely continuous. In §4, Rubin's model is altered, enabling

us to construct an infinitely divisible distribution function F2 whose M-function

is continuous singular, such that F2 is continuous but not absolutely continuous,

and such that Fx * F2 and F2 * F2 axe both absolutely continuous, thus demon-

strating the nonvacuousness of conditions (iv) and (v).

2. Some lemmas and the proof of Theorem 1. Gathered together in this section

are the lemmas which will be used in the proofs of the theorems. This section is

concluded with a proof of Theorem 1.

The following notation will be used. If Q is any bounded, nondecreasing

function over ( — oo, + co), then Qac, Qd, Qcs denote, respectively, the ab-

solutely continuous, the discrete and the continuous singular components of Q.

The bounded, nondecreasing functions Qac, Qd, Qcs axe uniquely determined if we
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set 6( — °°) = Qi( — oo) = 0, i = ac, d, a. If Q is a bounded, nondecreasing

function, we shall let Varg denote the total variation of Q. If Q and P are two

bounded, nondecreasing functions, then Var ß*P = (Var ß)(Var P). We further

denote Qc = Qac + Qcs.

In Lemma 1 we prove a somewhat stronger result than what we actually use.

Lemma 1. // X and Y are (not necessarily independent) random variables,

if X is discrete, and if G and H denote the distributions of X + Y and Y re-

spectively, then VarG; = Var//,, where i = ac,cs,d.

Proof. Let {x„} denote the values that X takes with positive probabilities. Then

P[X + T g z] = ZP([Y i% z - xj| [X = x„])P[X = <J.
n

As a function of z, the total variation of each component of P([Y¿L z—x„] | [X =x„]),

is the same as the total variation of the corresponding component of

P([Y z% z]| [X =x„]). If we let Var,- denote the total variation of the ith com-

ponent, / = ac, cs, d, then we may write

Var, P[X+Yz%z]=   I Var; P([Y z% z - x„] | [X = xj) P [X = x„]

=   I Var; P([y g z]j IX - x„]) P [X = xj

= Var;P[y^z],

which proves the assertion.

Lemma 2. // F and G are distribution functions, if Var Fl( > 0, ¡/ // = F * G,

and if VarG¡ > 0, then Var/7( > 0, i = ac, cs,d.

Proof. We may write

H =Fd*Gd + Fd*Gcs + Fd* Gac + FC*G.

If Var G( > 0, then Var(Fd * G¡) = (Var Fd) (Var G¡) > 0. By Lemma 1, Fd * G, has

property i, and thus Var H¡ ^ Var(Fd * G;) > 0, which proves the lemma.

Notation. If £ is a Lebesgue-measurable set of real numbers, we denote by | E |

the Lebesgue measure of E. Also, if £,, ••■,£„ are n sets of real numbers, we denote

£i ©•••©£„= {xy + ■■■ + x„\xieEi,lz%iSn},

©"£, = {xy + -+x„\xieEy,lz%iSn}.

Lemma 3. There exists a perfect set £ c [0,1] such that |0"£| =0 for

every n.

A proof of this lemma is found in [6, p. 103]. A construction of such

a set, £, is as follows. Let {£„} c (0, 1/2) be such that £„ > £„+1, and

£, -> 0 as n -» e». Let £. = [0, fj U [1 - i„ 1],
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E2 = [0, {»i J u[É, - Ma, Êi] U [1 - Çltl - fc + «J U [1 - 5,&,1],

and, in general, En zoEn+x, En is the disjoint union of 2" closed intervals, each

interval of length TJ "= x £¡. Then one denotes E = P|™=l £„.

Lemma 4.   7« ine construction of E given after Lemma 3,

(i)    ¡/O < p¡ < 1, 1 ¿ i: ̂  «, a«d i/

SB=(£n[0,p1])©...e(lsn[0,p1,]),

<«e« | S„j =0,

(ii) t/iere exists a continuous distribution function 77 such that fEdH(x) = 1,

and

(iii) for any pe(0,1] iZiere is a continuous singular distribution function

77( • \p) such that   j£n[0,P]d77(x| p) = 1.

Proof, (i) Since Sn <=0"£, then \SK\ =0.

(ii)  77 is constructed in exactly the same way as the continuous singular dis-

tribution, whose support is the Cantor ternary set, is obtained,

(iii) Take 77 as in (ii) and define

(x\p) = \
H(x)IH(p)       if x ^ p,

77(j '
if x > p.

This concludes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 5. Let {Z„} and {Z*} be two sequences of random variables such that

Z„P[Z„ # Z*] < 1. If E"=1Z* converges a.s. (and therefore E™=1 Z„ converges

a.s.), and if the distribution function of 2Z™=XZ* is singular (i.e., it has no

absolutely continuous component), then the distribution function of Yf^=xZn is

not absolutely continuous.

Proof. Let A„ = [Z„ # Z„*], and let B =Ç>fî=xAcn = [Z„ = Z* for all «].

By hypothesis, P(B) = 1 - P(\J™=xAn)> 0. Since the distribution function

of Zr=i Z* is singular there exists a set of real numbers, L, such that | L | = 0 and

P{l:=xZ*eL] = l. Hence

p[ f Z„eLJ ̂pÍbh    IZneLJj =pÍBnT I Z*eL    j=P(B)>0,

which implies that the distribution function of Z*=1Z„ is not absolutely con-

tinuous.

Lemma 6.   Let E be a closed, bounded set of Lebesgue measure zero. Let

Er = {x : | x — y | ^ r for some y e E},

where r > 0. Then I Er | -v 0 as r -> 0.
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Proof. Let a < b and £ c [a, &]. Then we may write [a, fc] \ £ = (J "=, (a«> b„),

where the intervals {(a„, b„)} are disjoint, and the sequence {b„ — an} is non-

increasing. Let e > 0. There exists an integer N such that

N oo

b - a -  Z (6, - a„) =    Z    (/>„ - a„) < e/2
B = l B^.V+1

(since  | £ | =0).  Let r0 > 0 be defined by r0 < e/4N (thus  r0 < a/4) so that

2iVr0 < e/2. Then for r < r0 we have, using the notation x+ =(x + \x\ )/2,

OO

\Er\ = 6-fl-   Z (fc„-a„-2r)+
n = l

g 6-a- Z (/>„-a„-2r) +
n = l

N

S b-a-  Z ib„ - an) + 2Nr < e,
n = i

which proves the lemma.

Lemma 7. // {<£„(«)} is a sequence of characteristic functions such that

\~\™=Ncp„iu) is the characteristic function of an absolutely continuous distribution

function for every N, if {Xn} is a sequence of positive numbers such that

Z"=1e_A"< co, and if <Xu) =exp Z™=1 !„(</>„(«)-1) is a characteristic function,

then <p(u) is the characteristic function of an iinfinitely divisible) absolutely

continuous distribution function.

Proof. Let {U„,k, V„,k,n = 1,2, •■•} be independent random variables such that

the characteristic function of U„ik is ef>„ and the distribution of F„ is Poisson with

expectation A„. Then (/>(") is the characteristic function of

oo      v„

z = Z   Z um¿,
n = í   k = l

which converges a.s. since it converges in distribution. Let

a=[x=o] n [n>o]
k=n+l

for n = 1,2, •-., and let Q0 = (~|™=i [Vk > 0]. The events {£!„} are disjoint. Since,

by hypothesis, Znœ=1 e~x" < co, then Pi\J?=0nn) = Z„%F(Q„) = 1. Let

CO

S„ =     Z    Uktl and  T„=Z-Sn.
k = n + l

The two events [S„ z% s] and fi„ are independent, and so are the two events :

[S„ z% s] and n„[T„ ^ i]. (N.B. [S„ ^ s] and [T„ ^ i] are not independent, but
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when the latter event is replaced by its intersection with fi„, then independence is

obtained.) Hence

P([Sn Í s] [T„ Í i] | P_„) = P([Sn S s] [T„ ̂  r] Q„)/P(Q.„)

=  P[S„^S]P([T„^t]il„)/P(QJ

= P([S„^s]|Q„)P([Tn^i]|Q„).

Hence S„ and T„ are independent relative to the probability P ( ■ j Q„). But

P([S„ ^ s] 10_„) = P[S„ ^ s] is absolutely continuous by hypothesis for every «,

and hence P([Z ^ z] | Q„) is absolutely continuous since it is the convolution of two

distributions, one of which is absolutely continuous. Since

00

P[Z^z] = IP([Z^z]|Q„)P(i2„),
n = 0

then by Lemma 2 in [10], the distribution function of Z is absolutely continuous.

Proof of Theorem 1. It was remarked in §1 that condition (i) was proved

sufficient for absolute continuity of F in [2] and [10] and that each of the re-

maining conditions is obviously sufficient for absolute continuity of F. We need

only prove here the necessity of at least one of the conditions. We first prove that if

neither condition (i) nor condition (ii) holds, then F(J) * F(cs) is absolutely con-

tinuous. If neither (i) nor (ii) is true, then F(ac), because of Lemma 3 in [10],

is easily seen to be absolutely continuous over ( — oo, x0) u (x0, oo) and is dis-

continuous at x0 = -/"œ(l/x)dGac(x). Hence by Lemma 2, F(d)* F(cs) cannot

have a discrete component, i.e., it is continuous. If F(i)* F(cs)were continuous

but not absolutely continuous, then, by Lemma 2, F = F(ac) * F(cs) * F( d) would

not be absolutely continuous, which is a contradiction, thus proving F(d) * F(es)

absolutely continuous. Let us assume now that none of (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) are true

and prove that (v) is true. Since we have assumed that F(<0 is not absolutely con-

tinuous, then by a theorem due to Hartman and Wintner [5], and referred to in

§1, Fw is discrete or continuous singular. We now prove that F(,i)must be con-

tinuous singular. If it were not and were therefore discrete, then F(l,) * F(cs) will have

a singular or discrete component, depending on which of these F(cs) has (because

we have assumed (iv) is not true), because of Lemma 2. But we have just proved

that if at least both if) and (ii) are not true, then F(d) * F(cs) is absolutely continuous.

Thus F(£° is continuous singular. We now prove that F(cs)is continuous. If not,

then it has a discrete component, from which we obtain that F(cs) * F(oc) has a

discrete component by Lemma 2. Since F(d) is continuous singular, then, by

Lemma 2, F = F{i) * F(cs) * F(ac) has a continuous singular component, contra-

dicting the hypothesis that F is absolutely continuous. Hence F(d) is continuous

singular, F(cs) is continuous but not absolutely continuous and F(d) * F(cs) is

absolutely continuous, which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
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In order to show that this is a best enumerative theorem, we must show that

it is possible for each of conditions (i)-(v) to hold. In order to show that con-

dition (i) is possible, let Gac be defined by

r 0      if x ^ 0,

Gac(x) = \x      if 0 < x < 1,

11       if x £ 1,

and let G = Gac. Condition (ii) is obviously possible. An example of condition (iii)

holding is given in [5] and in [10]. The principal problem of this paper is to show

that conditions (iv) and (v) are nonvacuous, and the remainder of this paper is

devoted toward this objective.

3. The infinitely divisible distribution model of Herman Rubin. In this section

a certain class of infinitely divisible distribution functions due to Herman Rubin,

and considered by him in [9], is developed. Slight changes in his model are made

here for purposes required in §4. Theorems 2 and 3 and the corollary to Theorem 3

are due to Rubin and may be found as Lemmas 1 and 2 and Corollary 1 in [9].

The proof given here of Theorem 2 is essentially that of Rubin, while the proof

given here of Theorem 3 is somewhat different.

Let { Uu,Yk,i,j,k = 1,2, ■■■} be independent random variables, where for

every i andj, P[t7y = 0] = P[t/i;- = 1] = 1/2, and the distribution of Yk is Poisson

with expectation Xk > 0. We assume that

(3.1) Z Xn = oo.
u = i

Let e„ > 0 be such that  Z™=, e„ < oo. Let {b,,} be an increasing sequence of

positive integers, {c„} a nondecreasing sequence of positive integers, and {o„}

a sequence of positive real numbers, all of which are constructed as follows.

(We do not use most of these requirements until §4.)

The nondecreasing sequence of positive integers {c„} is selected only in order that

00

(3.2) ZP[yn>c„]<l.
n = l

The increasing sequence of positive integers {b„} is selected to satisfy several

requirements. The first one is that

(3.3) Z cn2-b" < 1.
n=l

Now let us denote

r„=  Îcn+J2-"^.
j = i
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The second requirement on {/>„} is that it increases fast enough so that

(3.4) r„<£„2-\       n = l,2,-.

(Note that this can be done since r„ depends on b„+l, bn+2, •■■.).

We assume that {an} decreases fast enough so that

OO

(3.5) Z cr„c„ < oo.
n = l

Now (3.5) permits the following notation:

00

r'„ = r„ + Z cr„+jCn+j.
j = i

Let £ denote a set constructed as illustrated after the statement of Lemma 3.

Keeping £ fixed we denote

Em= EnpUJ,

Em,n= Em®{kß\0uku2b},

£(n)= £,,„©•••©£„,„.

Note that £(n) is a closed, bounded set, and by Lemma 4, | £(n) | = 0. Denote

£(n)r; = {x I x — y I ^ r'n for some y e £(n)}.

We require that {/>„} increase fast enough and {on} decrease fast enough so that

{r'„} decreases to zero at a fast enough rate in order that, by Lemma 6,

(3.6) |£(n)r;|<£„,       n=l,2,-.

Let us denote

Xin =     I     LW2*       Z„ = Z Xin,
(t=6n+l i = l

Z = Z Z„,       y„* = min{Y„,c„},
n = l

¥*

Z* = Z Xin,     and Z* =  Z Zn*.
i = 1 n = 1

Remark 1. For every i and n, Xin is uniformly distributed over

{kl2b" + >,0zSkz%2b""-""-l},

and lZk=nXyk is uniformly distributed over the interval [0,2~6"] and is therefore

absolutely continuous.

Proof of this remark is an easy computation.
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Remark 2. The series Z = £,?= x Z„ converges a.s.

Proof. Since [Y„*= Y„] c [Z„*= Z„], then [Z„V ZJ c [Y„* # Y„], and we have

by (3.2)

CO 00 OO

I P[Z„* # Z„] g   I P[Y*n # Y„] =  I P[Yn > c„] < 1.
n=l n=l n=i

By the Borel-Cantelli lemma we need only prove that 2^°= i Z* converges a.s. Since

0^ Xm < 2~b" andO ^ Z* < cn2~b" a.s., we obtain that ¿,°°=1Z* is monotone

nondecreasing, uniformly bounded above (by (3.3)) by 1, which proves the

assertion.

Remark 3. The distribution function of Z is infinitely divisible, it is con-

tinuous, and its G-function is discrete.

Proof. The characteristic function of Z is easily computed to be

oo 2*"+»""*»-1

exp  I (KI2»»"-b )      I       (eW2»-> _1)t
n = l k = 0

which is obviously infinitely divisible. The M-function (and therefore the G-

function) is discrete, since, between 2~bn+i and 2~b", M takes jumps of size

XJ2K+1~b" at each of the points {k2~bn+1, 0 ^ k ^ 2b"+i~b"- 1} and is constant

between consecutive jumps. Hence the sum of all these jumps is Z„™ x Xn = oo, and

thus by the theorem of Hartman and Wintner and by Blum and Rosenblatt

mentioned in §1, the distribution function of Z is continuous.

Theorem 2. If Yff¡=x e~2" < oo, iZie« the distribution function of Z is absolutely

continuous.

Proof. If we denote the characteristic function of Xx„ by fn(u) then the charac-

teristic function of Z is exp H^LxXn(f„(u) — 1). Referring to Remark 1, this theorem

is just a particular case of Lemma 7.

Theorem 3. If Z™= i e~l" — <x>, then the distribution function of Z is con-

tinuous singular.

Proof. Since the G-function of Z is discrete, its distribution function, Fz,

is pure; this follows from a theorem due to Hartman and Wintner [5] mentioned in

§1. Hence, all that is needed is proof that Fz is continuous but not absolutely

continuous. By Remark 3 we know that Fz is continuous. All that remains is to

prove Fz is not absolutely continuous. By Lemma 5, we need only prove that the

distribution function of Z* is singular. For this we need only show that for every

« > 0 there is a random variable Zn and a measurable set of real numbers Ln such

that Z„ =Z* a.s., \L„\ <m and P[Z,eL,] =P[Z*eL„] = 1. For every positive

integer v we denote
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00

»v    =    Z   S„,
n = v

ßv„ = ( Q ty* > 0]) [y.*-O],       n = v, v + 1,...,    (D„ = [y„* = 0]),

00

-4, =   UDv„,
n = v

Ajv    =   Z   IAv,

and

CO 2bn

K = U U[fc/2*"'(fc/26) + '-«]-
n = v   * = 0

The hypothesis and the Borel-Cantelli lemma imply that P(AV) = 1, and therefore

Z* = Z,v a.s. for every v. For every fixed v, {/)„„, n = v, v + 1, ■••} are disjoint, and

z„v = Z z*/„v.
n = v

Now

Z*/Bv. = {(Z* +... + Z„*_,) + (Z„*+1 + -)}/Dv_.

But by (3.3),

P[(Z*y + ..» + Z„*_ ,.)/„„ e {fc/2*", 0 z% k Í 26» - 1}] = 1,

and by the definition of r„ we have

P[(Zn*+1 + -)/Dv„e[0,r„]]=l.

Let S„ = (J2*=o lW2b», (fe/26») + rj. Then by (3.4), | S„| z% rn2b"< e„.   Since or

each fixed v the Dv„'s are disjoint then it follows that

fz,.6    lJS»l   =    ñ[Z*/Bv„6S„],
L n=v      J n=v

orP[Z,v6Lj = l. But

00 00 00

\Js„   ^ Z |s„|< Z Bn,
« = v n = v n = v

which becomes as small as we choose by taking v sufficiently large, thus

concluding the proof of the theorem.

Corollary to Theorem 3. There exists an infinitely divisible distribution

function F produced by a discrete G-function such that F is continuous singular

and F * F is absolutely continuous.
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Proof. Take ln =log(n +1). Then ln > 0, all «, Z™= x Xn = oo and Z„°°= xe 2" = oo.

Hence by Theorem 3, taking F as the distribution function of Z, F is continuous

singular. By Remark 3 the characteristic function of F * F is

exp  I (21„/26-'-6")2   Z  "V*/2*"*' - 1),
n=l fc=0

which is the characteristic function of Z„°^ i Z^= i -X*,,, where Xkn is as before,

Un has a Poisson distribution with expectation 2X„, and {Ztn, Un, k, n = 1,2, •••}

are independent. Since Z"=1e_2'*"< oo, then by Theorem 2 we obtain that

F * F is absolutely continuous.

4. Nonvacuousness of conditions (iv) and (v). In this section we show that

conditions (iv) and (v) of Theorem 1 can hold.

We let Uin, Yk,Xin,Z„, Yk*Z*Z* and Z remain as they were defined in §3, and

we keep the same assumptions on {Z>„}, {c„} and {cr„}. We consider in addition the

random variables {U'im, Yk, Wim, i, k,m = 1,2, •••} such that the distributions of

U'im and Yfc'are the same as those of Uim and Yk respectively, such that the distribu-

tion function of Wim is 77( • | erm), i = 1,2, ••• (which was defined in Lemma 4(iii)),

and such that the set of random variables {Uim, U'im, Wim, Ym, Y^, i, m = 1,2, •••} are

all independent. The following notation is used :

x'in =   '"Z   u'ik\2\     z'n  =Z x[n,
k=b„+l ¡ = 1

Z'    =   Z Z'„, Yn" =min{Y„',cn},

Z„      =     2w Xin, Z        =   i   ¿n  ,
i = 1 n = 1

oo       Yn oo        Yn*

w = Z   Z win,      w*= Z   Z win.
n=li=l n=li=l

Assumption (3.5) implies that W* converges a.s., and hence by the definition of

{c„} and by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, W converges a.s.

Theorem 4. TZie distribution function Fx of the random variable W + Z' is

infinitely divisible and has these properties: (i) Fx is continuous but not absolutely

continuous, and (ii) Fx is produced by a continuous singular G-function.

Proof. We first prove infinite divisibility and (ii). By Lemma 1, the distribution

function 77„ of X'in + Wln is continuous singular, the characteristic function of

lllx(X'in + W„)is
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expl„ f" (/» - 1) dHJLx) = expA„ f °° (e'"* - 1) d(//„(x) - 1),
J — 00 J — CO

and the characteristic function of H" + Z' is

exp  f    (e"'* - 1) dHix),
J— 00

where //(x) = Z?= i A„(//„(x) - 1) for x > 0 and //(x) = 0 for x ^ 0. Thus Ft is

infinitely divisible and the M-function, //(x), which produces it is continuous

singular, thus verifying (ii). In order to prove (i) we first prove that the distribution

ofW'* + Z'*is singular. We observe that

0^X;„^2-6»   a.s.,

0 z% X¡„ + Win Ú 2-"" + a„  a.s.,

0 Ú   Z (X + Wln) z% cni2-K + o„) a.s.
i=0

By the definition of r'„ we have

P\     Z      Z iX'Jn+Wj„)e[0,r'N-]]=l.
Ln=N+l     j=l J

Let Av and Dvn be as in the proof of Theorem 3 but defined in terms of Yl* instead

of y„*. Then by the definition of £(n)r¿ given in §3,

P[(H"*+Z'*)/Bvn6£(n)r;]=l.

Since for fixed v, {Dv„} are disjoint, we have

iW '* + Z'*)IAve   \jEin),,] =1

for every v. By (3.6),

U E(n)r, < &ni

which can be made a small as we please by taking v sufficiently large. Thus

W* + Z'* has a singular distribution. By Lemma 5, the distribution function

of Z' + W is not absolutely continuous. Continuity of the distribution function of

Z' + W follows from the fact that Z"= y X„ = oo, which concludes the proof of the

theorem.
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Theorem 5. Let {!„} satisfy (3.1) and be such that

Ze ~2"= oo and  Ze~2/ln < oo.

TZie« tZie distribution function ofZ + Z' + W is absolutely continuous.

Proof. Even though the distribution of Z + Z' is easily proved to be absolutely

continuous by the corollary to Theorem 3, IT' is not independent of Z + Z', at least

not apparently so, since both are defined in terms of { Yn'} ; hence the conclusion of

the theorem cannot be drawn so easily. Let/„ and g„ be the characteristic functions

of XXn and WXn respectively. Then the characteristic function of Z + Z' + W is

<K«) = exp { ÏK(fn(u) - 1) j exp { îufn(u)gn(u) - 1)}

= exPZi2,„(/>)(l±f^-l).

In order to apply Lemma 7 we need only verify that

m«) = ft m l±f^
n=N z

is the characteristic function of an absolutely continuous distribution function for

every N. Now (1 + gn(u))¡2 does happen to be the characteristic function of the

distribution function

*Áx) =|
0 if x < 0,

(1 + 77(x| cx„))/2 if x ^ 0.

Let WXn be a random variable with distribution function F„(x). We construct

{W[„} so that the random variables {X'ln, Wxf\ are independent. Thus <pN(u) is the

characteristic function of

Z (xXn + wxn),
n=N

which is unconditionally convergent (in Loève's terminology in [7, p. 538]) and

therefore converges to the same limit random variable under all reorderings and

partitioned summations (ibid., p. 539). Hence

«H.n/-^(.ni±f-<-)-
But by Remark 1, T|"=w/„(ii) is the characteristic function of an absolutely

continuous distribution function, and hence so is 4>N(u). The conclusion of the

theorem follows from Lemma 7.

Theorem 5 proves that condition (v) in Theorem 1 is nonvacuous. This follows

from the fact that Z and Z' + IT' are independent.
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It is now easy to establish that condition (iv) of Theorem 1 is also possible. To

do this, let {X„} satisfy Zn"i e~x"< oo. We need to show that under this hypoth-

esis, Z' + W is absolutely continuous. In this case the characteristic function of

Z' + W is exp{ Z™= i Xniflu)gniu) - 1)}. As in the proof of Theorem 5, for

every N

OO /    CO \       /       00 ,

n (/»(«)&(«» - n /M   n &.(«) »
b=JV \ n=N /   \ n=N 1

each of the infinite products on the right is a characteristic function, and the first is

(by Remark 1) the characteristic function of an absolutely continuous distribution

function for every N. By Lemma 7, the distribution of Z' + W is absolutely

continuous.
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